PTTUK Ltd is a specialist provider of PoC (Push To Talk over Cellular), workforce connectivity solutions.

We partner with the leading edge software and hardware manufacturers, to provide a “fit for purpose” PoC solution; including software, hardware & support.

Our solutions provide instant communications and a duty of care to your workforce, locally or internationally, at the push of a button!

**Workforce Connectivity Solutions**
- Real Time Passenger Information Solutions
- In vehicle communications Solutions

PTTUK will help you reduce your workforce communications costs and maximize your ROI with solutions that are easy to use, easy to implement, reliable, scalable and extremely cost effective.

We will work closely with your team to understand your business and utilising years of experience in radio communications and enterprise rugged devices, automation and software systems we will provide the right solution for your business.

*PTTUK— committed to excellence*

---

**Workforce Connectivity Solutions**

PoC is the new way to communicate with all of your workforce.

PoC is also known as Broadband PTT and LTE PTT. PoC solutions can be easily accessed as it works on all of the cellular networks worldwide.

Implementation costs are minimal as there is no need for radio infrastructure or licenses. In addition, should there be limited cellular connectivity the PoC service can seamlessly switch to Wi-Fi or internet connections.

With 4G/LTE cellular network coverage now reaching most of the UK and 5G on its way, migration to PoC solutions are rapidly replacing conventional 2-way radios and as there are no additional infrastructure costs the ROI is greatly increased and deployment can be near instantaneous.

- Talk to anyone, anywhere
- Private one to one calls
- Group calls
- Channels and Ad-hoc calls
- SOS calls
- On line presence (tracking)
- Predefined messages
- Man down
- Administrator interrupt
- Video recording
- Remote monitoring
- No channel restrictions
- No infrastructure costs
- Excellent ROI
PTTUK Ltd provide bespoke Real Time Passenger Information Solutions for transportation, courier, or timed critical responsive transportation companies.

- **Real time passenger information display & street signage**
- **Scheduled & real time information management connectivity**
- **Distributed content management architectures**
- **Prediction engine & dynamic prediction distribution against scheduled timetables & along scheduled routes**
- **Cloud accessible content management portal**

**Real Time passenger Information Solutions**

Supply chain and fleet transportation costs are being ever more squeezed in a very competitive marketplace with more and more customer services expected eroding already tight margins.

- **Dispatching drivers**
- **On line presence**
- **Task assignment**
- **Instant outbound and inbound safety alerts**
- **Route planning**
- **Real time status reports**
- **GPRS route monitoring and tracking**
- **SOS requests**
- **Monitoring deliveries and time slots**
- **Legal in-vehicle communications (hands free)**
- **Receipts & Proof of Delivery (EPoD)**
- **Provides duty of care for lone/remote workforce**

**In Vehicle Communications Solutions**

From small teams to multi-site global enterprises - PoC solutions can be deployed providing unified communications. Keeping you always connected to your workforce and providing a duty of care.

It’s in our DNA to make sure we get it right and customer satisfaction comes before sales targets.

Contact us to find out more and expect a professional, friendly consultation, that’s our pledge to you.

PTTUK Ltd
0333 404 2252
sales@ptt.uk.com